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Micipefing outstanding eorly-seoson lorgemoutl) bass fishing

By Josh Huff
Contributing Writer
uglers across the Upper Midwest have lamented the
late ice out, the cold weather, and the windy conditions. All of these factors will create conditions that
will generate a tremendous early-season bass bite
when the season opens May 25.
There will be a later spawn this year, and that means
bass will be hanging in the shallows well into June.
Shallow bass are roamers and feeders and, of course,
we can easily spot the fish hanging on their beds.
I don't find it necessary to pull a male largemouth
protecting a bed off that spot because there are plenty
of bass cruising through the freshly emerging vegetation, so why harass a fish that is trying to protect some
eggs1 It's fortunate when you can see a bass on a bed
because you can maneuver your lure so the tish won't
react to it.
There are three techniques I rely on for early-season
bass. They are spirmerbaits, small jigs tipped with
twister tails and lipless crankbaits.
The spinnerbait is the perfect early-season, lure. Bass
use the fresh vegetation to hide in to ambush prey and
a spinnerbait skims the tops of the weeds and can be
dropped into the less dense patches of cabbage and
milfoil and worked through without getting hung up.
The foundation tor a spinnerbait presentation is the
drop. A majority of anglers cast the lure out and when
it hits the water they just start reeling. To get every
ounce of efficiency from the lure, let it settle to the
point where it is either just above the cover or, if the
lure can be pulled through the vegetation, let it sink
until it is in the cover. Aggressive bass will come way
up in the water column to hit a spinnerbait retrieved
too high, but you want to give all the bass a chance, not
just the bold ones.
For early-season spinnerbaiting, use a lure with a
smaller blade. Blade design, whether it's a Coloradoor Indiana-style blade is not as important as the size. Im
prefer a No. 3 Colorado blade because it doesn't take a
lot of speed to get it spinning to generate some flash.
For early season, the slower retrieve is more often the
more productive retrieve.
It's amazing how many top anglers I fish with tip
their spinnerbaits with a scented plastic trailer. I also
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fall into this camp and believe the trailer not only adds
some additional color and movement to the lure, but
scent can generate a bite by triggering a feeding
response. Longer twister-tail bodies as well as augertailed plastic worms are my favorite.
Largemouth bass love transition zones where there is
a change in bottom composition. It could be where
vegetation runs out as it gets deeper and there is less
light penetration. We call that the weedline. It could be
where sand meets rock. Bass will congregate anywhere
the bottom changes from one configuration to another.
My favorite transition /one is where vegetation ends.
Bass like to hide in the cover and ambush prey, so it's a
prefect spot to present a jig tipped with a plastic trailer.
When fishing a weed lino with a jig you're going to
get hung up. Vegetation, doesn't just abruptly quit and
provide a razor edge to present a bait on. Even weedless jigs get stuck. For early-season bass I employ a %on net4 jig, and if the vegetation is sparse a standard
round-head jig works fine. In heavier cover a weed
guard helps quite a bit.
The jig normally gels tipped with a 3-inch twister
tail. It I use a plastic worm I make* sure it has a twisterstyle tail to create that wiggling action. Cast the lure
out lot it sink to the bottom, then hop, pop, and swim
the bait back to the 1 boat. Pretty easy.
When ba^s are in an
aggressive mood you
cannot beat a lipless
crankbait. On the other

hand, when bass are in a negative mood you cannot
beat a lipless crankbait. Yep, it's a great lure because it
triggers strikes from finicky fish, and hungry bass can't
resist it.
The limitations of a lipless crankbait are in the type
of bottom composition you're fishing. These lures will
rip right through sparse vegetation, but they get
stopped dead by thick plants. You either have to be
able to am a lipless crankbait just over the surface of
the weeds or use the lure in an open-water situation.
Early-season bass are prone to roam big sand flats
extending out from the shoreline. This is the perfect situation for presenting a lipless crankbait. These lures
will sink to the bottom and then scoot right over the
lake base kicking up puffs of sand and triggering bites.
An early-season crankbait retrieve should be just fast
enough to generate the wobble on the lure and keep it
in the zone where the bass are.
This was the year we blamed the weather for everything. Outstanding early-season bass fishing, well, we
can blame the weather for that, too.
Josh Huff guides in the Apostle Islands region. Visit Jus
web site at www.hookandfindwrterco.cani

